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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Discover the basics: selection cycling, select similar, draw order tips and more
Learn more complex tools, such as Quick Select
Build on your knowledge using layer translator and scripts
Learn how to fix problems: explore Audit, -Purge, Recover, WBLOCK and more

Description
A common workflow issue is managing drawings with CAD standards issues: blocks on the
wrong layer, text with the wrong style or size, and so on. But taking the time to fix these issues
can be a daunting process. In this lab, we will walk through several tools that AutoCAD software
offers to speed up this process. You will also learn techniques to make your drawings open
faster, have smaller file sizes, and reduce crashing. This is a crucial part of your day-to-day
workflow!

Speaker(s)
I am a senior technical specialist for U.S. CAD, and provide training, network licensing services,
and customization migration services. I have been using AutoCAD® since 1987 and have been
a trainer since 1993. I am an AutoCAD certified professional and an Autodesk Certified
Instructor. I have been the recipient of the Autodesk Instructor Quality Award and have
presented at AU many times. My experience is widely varied and includes real-world application
of AutoCAD, AutoCAD Map, and Civil 3D in AEC, mapping, civil, and manufacturing Industries. I
enjoy teaching, and my specialty is relating to the class participants and helping them to get the
most out of the training course, whatever it may be.
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Review the basics – selection cycling, select similar, draw order and more!
One of the challenges we all face is selecting objects in an efficient manner. In this section, we’ll
be covering some of the basic techniques.

Object Selection Cycling
A specific issue that is common with drawing files is when you have multiple objects on top of
each other and you are unable to select what you need. Using the selection cycling tool you can
quickly cycle through any objects that are under your cursor.

How to turn on Selection Cycling
•

Look for this icon on the far-right side of your status bar
and click on it. Click on
“Selection Cycling” (if it doesn’t already have a check mark next to it). Then look for the
following icon in your status bar. When the icon is gray and green the selection cycling is
off and when the icon has a blue square over it and is white the selection cycling is on.

Selection
Cycling
Off

•
•
•

Selection
Cycling
On

If you prefer keyboard control you can use CTRL+W to turn selection cycling off and on
The variable for this setting is SELECTIONCYCLING and is generally set at -2 when it is
off and 2 when it is on (setting the value to anything else changes the display settings)
The display settings can also be controlled through the Drafting Settings dialog box (DS)
on the Selection Cycling tab as shown below
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Using Selection Cycling
1. Hover on the object that you want to select, you will see the following icon near your
cursor, this indicates that more than one object is under your cursor.
2. Click on the drawing, and a menu will appear (as shown below), move your cursor over
each item on the list to see your choices, then choose the item from the list that you
want.

Draw Order
Using the draw order tools in AutoCAD to move objects to the back or behind another object is
one of the most common ways to make it easier to select something.
Using Draw Order
1. Select the object that is in front of what you are trying to select.
2. Right-click and select the Draw Order flyout from the menu, then choose Send To Back.

You can also get the Draw Order tools from the ribbon on the Home tab, Modify Panel, then the
Modify panel flyout (as shown below).

This menu provides additional Draw Order tools.
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•
•

DRAWORDER - the top half contain Draw Order functions
TEXTTOFRONT – the bottom half contains Text to Front functions

Draw
Order
Tools

Text to
Front
Tools

Select Similar
There are many situations where you need to select all objects that match a certain object. The
Select Similar command will do that for you. When the Select Similar command is finished you
can then change the layer, use the properties palette, or any editing command to do whatever
needs to be done.
The Select Similar command is available on the right-click menu (once you’ve selected an item)
and by typing at the command line. There isn’t a button on the ribbon for it (unless you want to
add one).
Using Select Similar from the right-click menu
1. Select the object that meets your criteria.
2. Right-click and choose “Select Similar” from the menu (as shown below).
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Using Select Similar from the command line
1. Type SELECTSIMILAR and press ENTER.
2. Choose SETTINGS from the command line options or type SE to access the settings
menu, this will let you control how Select Similar behaves. Pick OK when you are done.

3. Select the object that meets your criteria and press ENTER.

Isolate and Hide Objects
AutoCAD also has tools for isolating or hiding objects based on selection (rather than layers).
These commands are available at the command line, from the right-click menu, and from the
status bar.
Accessing the Isolate and Hide Objects tools from the right-click menu
1. Select the object(s) that you want to isolate or hide.
2. Right-click on your mouse and click on Isolate->Hide Objects or Isolate->Isolate
Objects from the menu (as shown below).

Accessing the Isolate and Hide Objects tools from the status bar
1. Select the object(s) that you want to isolate or hide.
2. Click on the isolate/hide icon in the status bar and choose either Isolate Objects or Hide
Objects

You can also type either ISOLATE (ISOLATEOBJECTS) or HIDEOBJECT. You could of course
change your acad.pgp file to create shorter aliases for these commands as well.
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Selection lassos
The last item in our review of basic selection, is using selection lassos. In AutoCAD 2016,
Autodesk introduced a new selection method called the lasso.
The lasso selection happens automatically when you press and drag on the screen.
Approximately half of the people that use AutoCAD use the press and drag method to create
selection windows or crossings, so the new lasso has caused a few people some grief when
they first move to any of the newer versions of AutoCAD.
Tips for using the lasso selection technique
•

•
•
•

Either at the command prompt or in a modify command (move, copy, rotate, mirror, stretch,
etc…) press the left mouse button down and drag the cursor around the objects you are
trying to select, release the left mouse button when you are done. This method allows for
freeform selection rather than limiting you to a rectangular shape.
Moving in a clockwise direction will give you a blue “window” lasso, which will only select
everything completely inside the lasso.
Moving in a counter-clockwise direction will give you a green “crossing” lasso, which will
select everything touching the lasso as well as items inside the lasso.
Tapping the spacebar during the process will switch between the crossing lasso, window
lasso, and a fence lasso. The fence lasso only selects what is actually touching the lasso
directly.

Window
Lasso

Crossing
Lasso

Fence
Lasso

Disable the press and drag lasso settings
1. Type OPTIONS (OP) and press ENTER.
2. Click on the “Selection” tab.
3. In the Selection Modes panel, under Implied Windowing, uncheck the “Allow press and drag
for lasso” option.
4. Pick OK to close the options dialog box.
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Learn more complex tools – quick select and filter
I think you will agree that you’ve seen drawings that had multiple problems. Objects on the
wrong layers, text with the wrong style or height, etc… I’m sure you can also remember a time
when you didn’t fix the problem because you felt like it would take too much time.
The Quick Select and Filter commands can help you with this process. This is because they can
select objects based on specific criteria. For example, we could use Quick Select to easily
select all the text in our drawing that has a certain height or all the polylines on a specific layer.
Both Quick Select and Filter perform similar functions. The Filter command is an older tool that
was added in AutoCAD R12 (1992), it is more complex to use but has the advantage of
specifying multiple criteria at one time. The Quick Select command was added in AutoCAD
2000 (in 1999) and is easier to use but not as powerful.

Filter
The Filter tool is available only via command line and is a dialog box. The Filter tool can add
multiple types of objects and you can even use “and”, “or”, and “not” type functions within it. It
also can save your filter list to a name so that you can reuse it.
Using the Filter tool
1. Type FILTER at the command line and press ENTER.
2. The Object Selection Filters dialog box will open, as shown below.
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3. Under the “Select Filter” area, click on the arrow to access the list of available filters.

4. Choose the filter that meets your criteria and click on “Add to List”.

5. Continue to select any additional filters as needed. For example, you might want to find
all the lines and arcs on a specific layer. For each filter you will need to click on “Add to
List”. The most complex part of the filter tool is that you will need to add special begin
and end statements if you are using multiple object types, for example the “** Begin OR”
and “**End OR” for multiple object types.

6. If you think you might need to reuse the filter, click on the box to the right of the “Save
As” button and enter a name for the filter.

7. Click on “Save As” to save the filter list with the name you entered.

8. When you are ready to use the filter click “Apply”.
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9. You will now be returned to the drawing and will be prompted to select objects.

10. Make a window or crossing around the part of your drawing you’d like the filter to search
through. You can continue to make additional selection windows or you can press Enter
when you are done.
11. All the objects that meet the criteria will be selected and you can use Properties or any
other editing tool to make changes.

Quick Select
The Quick Select tool is simpler to use than the Filter tool. But it can only search on one object
type/criteria at a time. It can be started in four ways (that I can think of right now).
•

Ribbon –> Home tab–> Utilities panel

•

Properties palette – upper right corner

•

Right-click on the desktop with either no objects selected or if you’ve selected objects
you want to query from.

•

Type QSELECT at the command line
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Using the Quick Select tool
1. Choose a method to start the Quick Select command (I prefer to use the icon in the
Properties palette).
2. The Quick Select dialog box will open as shown below.

3. “Apply to” is used to set which objects the tool searches through. By default, the tool will
automatically apply to (search through) your entire drawing based on your selection
criteria. If you prefer you can use the select button on the right side to only search
through a specific set of objects.

4. “Object type” is used to choose what type of AutoCAD object you want to select. Only
object types that have objects already created in the drawing will be listed.
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5. “Properties” is used to narrow down exactly what you are looking for within the object
type, such as text height or block name.

6. “Operator” is used to set whether the value you are going to enter is equal, lesser than,
greater than, etc… For example, if you were searching on text height you could set this
to lesser than to look for all text that has a height lesser than and a specific value.

7. “Value” is used to set a specific value for the object property that you are searching for.
For example, for text height, you could look for all text that has a height less than 10.

8. “How to apply” is used to determine whether the criteria you’ve set is to be included or
excluded. Meaning that you either want to select the objects that meet your criteria or
you want to select all the objects that don’t meet your criteria.

9. Finally, there is an option available at the very bottom to “Append to current selection
set”. This option is used if you already have specific objects selected before you enter
the quick select command, and rather than deselect those, you are adding to them.
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Exercise 1 – Learn more complex tools
Part 1 - Filter
1. Continue in the file called “Base” or open the “Base” file.
2. Type FILTER at the command line.
3. In the FILTER dialog box click on filter list and select “** Begin OR” and click “Add to List”.
4. In the filter list select “Line” and click “Add to List”.
5. In the filter list select “Polyline” and click “Add to List”.
6. In the filter list select “Arc” and click “Add to List”.
7. In the filter list select “** End OR” and click “Add to List”.
8. In the filter list select “Layer”, click on the “Select” button and select the SPORTS layer and
click “Add to List”.
9. Click “Apply” and then make a selection window around all the objects in the drawing and
press Enter. All the objects that meet our criteria are now selected, so we can perform an
editing command on the objects.
10. Type CO (Copy) or select the Copy command from the ribbon.
11. Pick a basepoint to copy the objects with (pick towards the center of the highlighted objects).
12. Place a copy or two of the objects to the right of the current objects.
Part 2 – Quick Select
13. Continue in the file called “Base”.
14. Start the Quick Select command with any method (I prefer the icon in the Properties palette).
15. Leave the apply method as “Entire Drawing”.
16. Set the object type to “Leader”.
17. Set the operator to “Select All”.
18. Make sure “Include in new selection set” is selected.
19. Make sure “Append to current selection set” is NOT checked.
20. Pick OK. All the leaders in the drawing are now selected.
21. Open the Properties palette (Ctrl+1 or right-click and choose Properties or type PR and hit
enter).
22. Locate the “Arrow size” value in the Properties palette and change it from “VARIES” to a
value of .18 (press enter after typing the value).
23. Move your cursor into the drawing area and hit ESC to deselect the objects.
24. Start the Quick Select command and make sure “Entire Drawing” is set.
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25. Change the object type to “Block Reference” and the properties to “Name”.
26. Leave the operator set to “Equals” and set the value to “PSNUM” and pick OK. All other
values should be left at the default values.
27. All the parking label blocks (circles with a number) should be highlighted in the drawing.
Using either the Properties palette or the layer drop down, change the layer for the blocks to
LABELS_PARKING.
28. Hit ESC to deselect the objects.
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Build on your knowledge – layer translator and scripts
There are often projects when you will receive drawings from a consultant or from another
department at your organization. Many times, these files have been converted from other
software to AutoCAD drawing files. One example would be files that have been converted from
3D Revit files to 2D AutoCAD plans. Another example would be MicroStation files converted to
AutoCAD drawing files.
One of the problems in both situations is that there are often layer issues. Perhaps the
consultant even used a completely different layering standard than what you need. We’re going
to look at two of the tools that AutoCAD provides to address these issues.

Layer Translator
The Layer Translator is a tool that allows you to matchup existing layers with your layer
standard, then save that configuration for use on an entire project. The tool then automatically
translates the layers as designated in the list created.
Accessing the Layer Translator
You can access the Layer Translator from both the ribbon and the command line.
•

Ribbon –> Manage tab–> CAD Standards panel

•

Type LAYTRANS at the command line
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Using the Layer Translator
1. Start the Layer Translator by picking it from the ribbon or the typing LAYTRANS at the
command line.
2. Click on the “Load” button and browse for a file, either a DWS (drawing standards file), a
DWT (drawing template file) or a DWG file. This file is generally your organization’s
template file or, if it has already been completed for the project, a file that has the stored
mappings for the layers inside of it. Select the appropriate file and pick OK.

3. The Layer Translator dialog box contains three sections; Translate From, Translate To,
and Layer Translation Mappings. As soon as a layer list is loaded, you can click on the
layer that needs to be changed in the Translate From area, then click on the layer that it
needs to be in the Translate To area, then click on the “Map” button to map the layers
together.
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4. Click on the “Settings” button (from the lower left corner) to make any necessary
adjustments as shown in the list below.

5. Once you’ve mapped all your layers that need to be changed, verified the layer
mappings in the bottom section of the dialog box, and changed any necessary settings,
click on the “Save” button to save everything. You can save these as either a DWG or a
DWS. It is recommended to save this file with the project and name it accordingly so that
AutoCAD users know it is a layer translation specifically for that project.

6. The last step is to click the “Translate” button from the lower right corner. Running
translate converts the layers over to the new standard.
7. You can then use the LAYTRANS command on any new drawings. Simply click Load
and pick the saved settings and then click Translate.
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AutoCAD Scripts
AutoCAD scripts are notepad documents with AutoCAD commands typed into them. The
commands typed would be for a specific process, such as changing layer settings, drawing
variables, or running commands to clean your drawings.
Accessing the run script tool
You can access the run script tool from both the ribbon and the command line.
•

Ribbon –> Manage tab–> Applications panel

•

Type SCRIPT at the command line

Creating and running a script
1. Open Windows Notepad program.
2. Type in commands that you would run in AutoCAD. You will want to test each command
and option that you type in the notepad document in AutoCAD at the same time to make
sure what you type works. After typing the script, save the file with an SCR file
extension. The following picture shows a simple script file that runs a special purge
function and then saves the drawing.

A couple of basic rules for writing scripts:
• When you are typing the script, you will use the Enter key the same as you would
in the AutoCAD drawing.
• Do not use any dialog boxes in a script as you can’t interact with the script while
it’s processing. If needed you can end with a dialog box. Most dialog boxes also
have command line versions of the command. To use those command line
versions, type the command with a – (hyphen) in front of the command name.
Like -LAYER instead of LAYER.
• Test your script multiple times and if it’s a long script you’ll likely need to test as
you write it.
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3. To run the script, type SCRIPT at the command line or pick “Run Script” from the ribbon.
Select the script that you are looking for and click Open.

4. The script will run and all actions will be performed.
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Exercise 2 – Build on your knowledge
Part 1 – Layer Translator
1. Continue in the file called “Base” or open the “Base” file.
2. Start the Layer Translator (LAYTRANS or pick it from the ribbon).
3. In the interest of time we will be loading some layer mapping that has already been done.
Click on the “Load” button, change the “Files of type” to DWS, and select the Project Layer
Standards.dws file. Pick Open.
4. Examine the configuration in the Layer Translation Mappings and click on the “Translate”
button. If you watch carefully you will see the colors changing in the drawing.
5. Go to the Layer dialog box and look for the old layer names listed below, you will see that
they have been replaced with the new layer names and new layer properties.

Part 2 – AutoCAD Scripts
6. Continue in the file called “Base”.
7. Open Notepad (with Windows 10 it is easier to just type NOTEPAD in the search function).
8. Save your notepad file as “Layers.scr”. Make sure to change the “Save as type” to “All Files”
so that notepad doesn’t put a .txt at the end of the file name. This is particularly challenging
if you have file extensions turned off on your computer.
9. Type in the following script. Make sure you hit the enter key after you type QSAVE so that
there is one line below QSAVE in the notepad document.
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10. Save the script and minimize notepad (I leave the file open while I’m testing to make sure I
typed everything correctly).
11. Select “Run Script” from the ribbon or type SCRIPT at the command line. Select “Layers.scr”
and pick OPEN.

12. The script will run automatically at the command line. If there are any issues you can
troubleshoot them by clicking the F2 function key to see the history of what happened.
13. If needed, hit escape and run the undo command to get your drawing back to the way it was
before the script. Then go to notepad and fix the script, then run it again to test any
changes.
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Fix problems – audit, recover, -purge, wblock and more
An absolute must for every organization that receives CAD files form outside sources, is to
clean these files before they use them, even if they are only being used as an external
reference. The process of cleaning these files can be daunting since techniques that would
normally work for you won’t always work on files that you receive. This is most common in files
that were created in older versions of AutoCAD products, MicroStation, and other various CAD
programs. The reason that this can be an issue is that the drawing format has changed over the
years and other CAD software packages are reverse engineering the drawing file format.
In this section, we will review the various methods that AutoCAD offers to clean your files.

Audit and Recover/Recover with Xrefs
Audit and Recover are tools that repair the AutoCAD file database. Every AutoCAD drawing is a
complex database. You won’t see anything happen to your drawing when you run these
commands, this is because you can’t see what they are fixing as it’s inside of the drawing file
itself.
Accessing the Audit and Recover/Recover with Xrefs commands
You can access the Audit and Recover commands from the Application menu or by typing them
at the command line.
•

From the Application menu
• Click on the Application menu (the big “A” in the upper left corner of the screen)

•

Click on Drawing Utilities from the bottom part of the list

•

Click on either Audit or Recover/Recover with Xrefs from the list
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•

From the command line

Using the Audit command
The Audit command is used while you have a file open. The Audit command cannot fix as many
database structure issues as the Recover command. But it won’t hurt to run it and fix any issues
while you are in a drawing.
1. Type AUDIT at the command line or pick it from the Application menu.

2. Type Y and hit Enter to fix any errors that are found. AutoCAD will scan the drawing for
errors and try to fix any problems. With large files, this process can take a few minutes
and if files are corrupted the Audit command may cause AutoCAD to hang or crash. If
this happens I would suggest using the Recover command or another method.
Using the Recover command
The Recover command is used when the file is NOT open. The Recover command will fix most
database issues. The Recover with Xrefs tool will recover the drawing and all of it’s Xrefs.
1. Type RECOVER at the command line or pick it from the Application menu. The Recover
dialog box will open, then you can select your file and pick Open.
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2. The Recover command will open the file while it’s repairing it. Click the F2 function key
to see a list of what was done during the process.

-Purge and Purge
You are probably familiar with the Purge command already. This tool will remove blocks, layers,
linetypes, styles, groups, shapes, and materials (for 3D) that are not being used. It will not purge
anything that is currently in use in the drawing. Additionally, in the later versions of AutoCAD,
the purge command will also remove zero length geometry, empty text objects, and orphaned
data (dgn linestyles).
The -Purge command is a command line version of the Purge command. As such it is very
useful in scripts. It also contains one additional option that is not in the Purge command, which
is the ability to purge regapps (Registered Applications). Regapps are like Internet cookies that
are saved with the AutoCAD drawing. Many older drawings or drawings that come from a
different CAD program will be bogged down with unnecessary regapps. You can safely purge all
regapps from a drawing because AutoCAD will automatically add back regapps that it needs.
Accessing the Purge command
You can access the Purge command through the application menu or by typing it at the
command line.
•

•

Application menu
o Click on the Application menu (the big A in the upper left corner)

o

Click on Drawing Utilities from the bottom part of the list

o

Click on Purge from the list

Type PU or PURGE at the command line
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Accessing the -Purge command
You can access the -Purge command only through the command line.
•

Type -PU or -PURGE at the command line

Using the -Purge command
The primary reason for using the -Purge command is to remove regapps, but with large files it is
a quick way to remove all non-used entities. The “All” option DOES NOT include regapps, so if
you use the All option you will also need to run the “Regapp” option. You should remove
regapps from all external reference files before removing them from the file they are referenced
into, this is because the xref will put its regapps into whatever file it is attached to.
1. Type -PU or -PURGE at the command line and press Enter.

2. Type R (for regapps) or click the Regapps option on the command line.
3. Hit Enter at the “Enter name(s) to purge <*>” prompt. This will tell AutoCAD to remove all
regapps.

4. Type N (for no) or click the No option on the command line. If there are a lot of regapps
you don’t want to have to type Y for yes for each one.

5. After the command has finished you can use the F2 function key to see the command
line history and verify the amount of regapps removed as well as the names of the
regapps that were removed. Regapps names that start with ACAD or Acad are generally
newer regapps and they will automatically be reloaded by the program as needed.

Regapp ID Cleanup Utility
Autodesk also has a regapp ID cleanup utility that you can download from the following link.
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/autocad/learn-explore/caas/sfdcarticles/sfdcarticles/Howto-install-the-Regapp-ID-Cleanup-Utility-for-AutoCAD.html
There are versions of this utility for all AutoCAD versions from AutoCAD 2008 up to 2018.
This utility will allow you to clean regapps from entire folders or drawings rather than one at a time. It
is also a better tool as it will remove regapps that sometimes the -Purge command will not.
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Wblock – entire drawing method
The Wblock (Write Block) command, which is normally used to save out parts of your file to a
new file or to save a block to an external file name, also has an “entire drawing” option that is
very useful for cleaning files.
When the Wblock “entire drawing” method is used it will often clean out components that won’t
purge and other unseen entities that may be bogging down the file. This tool cleans both the
model space and each layout tab of corruption and garbage. It is not the only tool you will need
to use but I often use it on difficult files that don’t seem to respond to other options. One thing to
be aware of is that it does do a complete purge and will remove all layers, etc… that are not
being used.
Accessing the Wblock (Write Block) command
You can access the Wblock command from both the ribbon and the command line.
•

Ribbon-> Insert tab->Block Definition panel-> Create Block dropdown-> Write Block

•

Type W or WBLOCK at the command line

Using the Wblock (Write Block) command
1. Type the command or pick it from the ribbon.
2. In the Write Block dialog box, select “Entire drawing” as the source.
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3. In the “File name and Path” box you can either type the new name for the file or click on
button to browse for the folder and then type the file name. I like to use the same file
name as the original file, but with WB or WBLOCK at the end of the name. After
examining the file, I will then rename it and replace the original file with the clean file.
4. Pick OK to finish the process.

Other tools
There are many other useful tools in AutoCAD that can help you cleanup drawings. Here are a
couple that I find helpful.
•
•
•

SETBYLAYER
OVERKILL
MAPCLEAN (only in Map 3D or Civil 3D versions of AutoCAD)

Set to ByLayer
This tool will automatically change every object in the drawing to adjust color, linetype and other
properties so that they are set to “bylayer” for those properties. For example, if you have an xref
attached and you change the layer colors to gray so that they are used as a background, but
some of the objects refuse to change colors. You can open the file you have attached and use
the SETBYLAYER command to override all the color on all the objects to ByLayer and then
save the file.
The object will now respect the gray color that you’ve assigned the layers within your drawing.
This tool can even override properties of objects within blocks in the drawing!
Accessing the Set to ByLayer command
You can access the Set to ByLayer command from both the ribbon and the command line.
•

Ribbon-> Home tab->Modify panel-> Modify panel dropdown-> Set to ByLayer

•

Type SETBYLAYER at the command line
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Using the Set to ByLayer command
1. Type the command or pick it from the ribbon.
2. At the command line you will see options to either go to the Settings menu or select your
objects.

3. Type S for Settings or click Settings on the command line.
4. In the SetByLayer Settings dialog box you can choose which properties you’d like to set
to ByLayer. This setting will stay on your AutoCAD once you set it, it is not per drawing.
Most of the time you will probably only want to fix the Color issues, so you may choose
to uncheck the other options. Pick OK when you are done changing any settings.

5. Make a selection window around your drawing and press Enter or type ALL and press
Enter twice to select the entire drawing.
6. You will be asked if you want to change ByBlock to ByLayer. I generally choose yes for
this option.

7. You will be asked if you want to Include Blocks. I always choose yes for this option
because that is often a problem area within external references.

8. The command will now run and set all objects to ByLayer for whatever properties you
specified (color, linetype, etc…).
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Overkill
This tool will help you to remove duplicate sets of objects in your drawing. It has specific
settings to allow you to ignore layers as well. So that if you have two duplicate objects on top of
each other and they are different layers it will still remove one of them, generally the last object
created is the one that is kept.
Accessing the Overkill command
You can access the Overkill command from both the ribbon and the command line.
•

Ribbon-> Home tab->Modify panel-> Modify panel dropdown-> Delete Duplicate Objects

•

Type OVERKILL at the command line

Using the Overkill command
1. Type the command or pick it from the ribbon.
2. Make a selection window around your drawing and hit ENTER or type ALL and hit Enter
twice to select your entire drawing.
3. In the “Delete Duplicate Objects” settings dialog box that comes up you can change the
“Object Comparison Settings” or the “Options” as desired. In the Object Comparison
Settings, you can set a tolerance or ignore specific properties while the command is
looking for duplicates. In the Options area, there are tools to combine lines and polylines
as well as optimize polylines. Pick OK when you are done.

4. The system will automatically delete all the duplicates and perform any polyline options
or combining that was requested. If you click on the F2 function key, you will be able to
see in the text history, what duplicates were deleted and what other cleanup was done.
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Map Clean
Map Clean is a tool that is only available in AutoCAD Map 3D or Civil 3D. It is accessible from
both the ribbon and by typing MAPCLEAN at the command line.
It is capable of fixing many issues with line work. Including; line overlap, lines not meeting
properly, objects not joined properly, deleting duplicate objects and many other issues. It is
primarily used to cleanup data that has been scanned or imported and needs to be exported to
a GIS. Before the GIS will import this type of data, Map Clean is a quick way to resolve specific
issues.
Because this tool is specific to Map 3D and Civil 3D (and in the interest of time), I will share
some links with specific workflows on using the Map Clean tool.
Autodesk “Maintaining Clean Drawings” document on the Autodesk Knowledge Network
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/civil-3d/learnexplore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2019/ENU/Civil3D-BestPractices/files/GUID-B68B26D68A58-4E40-9C6F-B7715D357DF0-htm.html?st=maintaining%20clean%20drawing
Video on using Map Clean on the Autodesk Knowledge Network
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/autocad-map-3d/learnexplore/caas/screencast/Main/Details/e6ff43a9-68dd-4ba6-b274-f2b0b6e75c08.html
Blog posts on using Map Clean from the “Being Civil” blog
http://beingcivil.typepad.com/my_weblog/2009/12/cleaning-up-your-drawing.html
http://beingcivil.typepad.com/my_weblog/2012/02/mapclean-order-matters.html
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Exercise 3 – Fixing problem files
Part 1 – Audit and Recover
1. Open the drawing named “Store Floorplan.dwg”.
2. Type AUDIT and press Enter.
3. You will be asked if you would like to “Fix any errors detected?”. Click on Yes or type Y (for
yes and press Enter).

4. AutoCAD will Audit the drawing. Click the F2 function key to examine the results.
5. Close the file without saving it.
6. Type RECOVER (or pick it from the application menu) and select the “Store Floorplan.dwg”
file to Recover it while it is opening.
7. You will see the results in a pop-up box.

8. Close the file without saving it.
Part 2 – Purge Regapps through the -PURGE command
9. Open the drawing named “Store Elevations.dwg”.
10. Type -PU at the command line and press Enter.
11. Type R (for Regapps) or pick Regapps from the command line.
12. Hit Enter to automatically purge all regapps.
13. Type N (for No) or pick No from the command line. This will tell AutoCAD not to ask you to
individually verify each regapp before it is purged.
14. All regapps will be purged. Click the F2 function key to view the results.
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Part 3 – Wblock (entire drawing)
15. Continue using the “Store Elevations” drawing file.
16. Type in W (for Wblock) at the command line and press Enter or pick the tool from the ribbon.
17. Choose “Entire Drawing” as the source.

18. In the Destination area, click the button on the far right to browse for the existing file name.
Select the file and append the name of the file with -Wblock. Pick Save and then pick OK.

19. Open Windows Explorer (Windows Key + E) and you will notice that the original file was
approximately 3.7 MB and the new file is only about 200 KB. Not every drawing will be this
drastic, but don’t be surprised if you see major changes in both performance and file size. In
this drawing, there were some DGN line styles that refuse to respond to the purge command
and Wblock Entire Drawing is really our only option.
Part 4 – Set to ByLayer and Overkill
20. Open the drawing named “Store Floorplan.dwg”.
21. Type in SETBYLAYER at the command line or pick it from the ribbon.
22. Type in ALL and press Enter twice.
23. Type Y for yes and press Enter or pick Yes, when asked to change ByBlock to ByLayer.
24. Type Y for yes and press Enter or pick Yes, when asked to Include Blocks.
25. Watch the colors change on the drawing, then press the F2 function key to review the
results of the command.
26. Type in OVERKILL at the command line or pick it from the ribbon.
27. Type in ALL and press Enter twice.
28. Check to ignore “Layers” in the comparison settings. Leave all other settings and pick OK.
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29. Use the F2 function key to review the results.
Thank you for attending my session! Please complete the class evaluation by going to “My
Surveys” in your AU Vegas app.
Please feel free to connect with me on LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kadeking/
Find out more about the company I work for (U.S. CAD)
https://uscad.com/
Email me directly if you are interested in having me come to your organization to provide
training for your group, migrate your customization from prior versions of AutoCAD,
setup network licensing, or any other task you need assistance with.
KaDe.King@uscad.com
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